Lessons to be Learned from Peter Yu
John T. Cross†
To those of us who teach and write in intellectual property
law, Peter Yu was an obvious choice for this special edition of the
University of Chicago Law Review. Peter is one of the most-cited
scholars in the field of intellectual property law. He has an enviable publication record, including numerous articles, book chapters, and entire books.1 Moreover, he is (or at least, prior to
COVID, was) extremely active on the conference scene, not only
organizing conferences at his home institution but also presenting papers at numerous conferences both in the United States and
abroad.2 His scholarship has clearly had a tremendous impact on
the development of intellectual property law, especially in the
subareas of copyright and international intellectual property.3
Moreover, unlike most in the intellectual property law field, his
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influence is not limited to the United States but also extends to
multiple other nations.4
Peter’s reputation and influence are widely known among intellectual property scholars and need no further elaboration. But
perhaps the more interesting question is why. What sets Peter’s
work apart from the work of others? What lessons can other scholars—especially junior scholars wanting to make a name for themselves—learn from Peter’s career path?
The easiest way to explain Peter’s influence is simply to point
to his sheer number of publications. However, in this case, the
easiest explanation is not the correct one. No matter how many
articles someone publishes, he or she will not make a major impact unless those articles involve quality scholarship. And there
is no doubt that Peter’s work is uniformly of very high quality.
Other scholars look to and cite Peter’s work because it has proven
to be consistently well-researched, carefully thought-out, and
clearly and persuasively written.
On the other hand, those factors, while important, do not
fully explain why Peter’s work has had such influence. Other
scholars also produce solid scholarship (although admittedly not
as much), yet, in many cases, it goes largely unnoticed. Without
in any way denigrating the importance of core quality, I would
suggest that in the case of Peter’s work, other factors have played
an equally significant role in increasing the influence of the work.
I will phrase these observations as a series of suggestions for
those who would hope to emulate his academic career.
1) Write on a wide array of topics. Peter Yu is probably best
known as a scholar who focuses on copyright and international
intellectual property law. But his scholarship is by no means confined to that subarea. Numerous works show that he is equally
adept at dealing with purely domestic intellectual property law
issues, including both U.S. law and the domestic law of other nations.5 Peter also keeps up to date on important developments in
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other nations. Moreover, Peter’s work deals not only with copyright, but also covers issues in other subareas.6 In all these areas
his work demonstrates the solid and consistent quality mentioned
above.
My own experience working with Peter may illustrate this
point. A few years ago, he and I (and two other scholars) jointly
authored an intellectual property casebook.7 Of course, Peter bore
responsibility for the copyright section. But he also contributed
well-informed and extremely useful comments on the other chapters in the book. Peter clearly has a solid grasp of all areas of intellectual property, not only copyright.
By casting the net so widely, Peter has developed a reputation as an authority on virtually any intellectual property law
topic. As a purely practical matter, this means that when reviewing a list of possible sources to consult, scholars will naturally
turn first to Peter’s work. While not exactly one-stop shopping,
Peter’s work is of use to scholars dealing with numerous different
topics.
2) Analyze topics from multiple perspectives. One of the hallmarks of Peter’s work is how he analyzes issues from different
legal and nonlegal perspectives. Few know that Peter actually
started out with a focus on human rights law. That human rights
background continues to pervade many of his works. But Peter
has also borrowed from other disciplines, including economics,8
religion,9 and literary and art theory.10
Again, my own experience with him is illustrative. In addition to the casebook discussed above, I have had the good fortune
of coauthoring several book chapters and articles with Peter.11 He
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asked me to collaborate on these works because of my background
in economics and competition and monopoly law. (It also turns out
that we write in much the same style, which makes collaboration
much easier.) Most of our joint work has dealt with how competition or monopoly law considerations do—or should—affect intellectual property rights or the enforcement of those rights.12
When we write together, Peter will admittedly defer to me on
the details of “my” areas. But that deference is by no means blind.
Peter has developed an excellent command of the basic principles
of economics, competition law, and monopoly law. He has been
more than willing to offer very useful suggestions to help me formulate my portions of the article or book chapter. Peter strikes
me as a quick learner, one who can learn and master perspectives
from other fields well and understand how they inform legal analysis. While I have no personal knowledge of how well he knows
some of the other perspectives he brings in, I imagine it is the
same as my experience.
This use of different disciplines greatly strengthens Peter’s
scholarship. It also makes it far more valuable to other scholars.
Peter’s use of different disciplines to critique certain rules of intellectual property law helps others look beyond the boundaries
of intellectual property law and make similar arguments to critique different rules.
3) A body of scholarship should be like a high-quality zoom
lens. Some scholars focus mainly on narrow and highly technical
issues in their field. Others spend their time mainly (or, in some
cases, exclusively) on big picture policy issues. Peter, by contrast,
does it all. His scholarship shows that he is equally comfortable
dealing with a narrow issue in domestic law as he is dealing with
the basic justifications for providing intellectual property protection. Moreover—and the reason for the lens metaphor—his work
is of equally high quality regardless of how narrowly or broadly
he focuses.
Like the prior two suggestions, this facet of Peter’s work
makes it more influential. It has allowed him to develop a reputation as both an adept technician and a broad thinker. Regardless of whether they are writing on a narrow issue or an overarching one, scholars naturally turn to Peter’s work as a useful
source.13
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4) Try to come at an issue from a new angle. Another powerful
feature of Peter’s work is its originality. In most cases, he tries to
approach a legal issue from a previously untried angle. This originality serves as a sort of hook, as it catches the reader’s attention. But it is far more than an attention grabber. Because he consistently approaches issues from a unique perspective, other
scholars come to realize that his scholarship will cast a different
light on the issue, which can be immensely helpful.14
5) Provide the reader a full background. The prior comments
deal mainly with choice of legal topics and modes of analysis.
However, one of the most useful aspects of Peter’s scholarship involves forensics. I have already commented on how Peter’s work
is consistently well-researched. Equally importantly, he shares
that background work with the reader in the final publication.
Peter always carefully sets the stage when presenting an issue.
He discusses why the issue exists, and how other scholars, legislatures, and courts have dealt with the issue before.15
Taking the time to set the stage makes Peter’s work tremendously valuable. It allows readers to get a solid grasp on the basic
parameters of the question directly from Peter’s writings, without
the need to spend an inordinate amount of time figuring it out for
themselves. That, in turn, means that scholars develop the habit
of looking to Peter’s work early in the research process, as they
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know it will provide a concise—but always accurate—synopsis of
the basic question. Not only does this mean Peter’s work will be
cited, but it also means that his arguments may have greater
influence.
In closing, I congratulate the University of Chicago Law Review for selecting Peter Yu as one of the scholars to honor in this
edition. The honor is undoubtedly well-deserved. Peter has had
an indelible impact on the intellectual property law debate for
many years, and his work will continue to have an impact far into
the future. Other scholars would do well to try to follow his example by producing a high-quality body of diverse scholarship
presented in a careful and compelling fashion. While doing so will
not be easy—indeed, it is almost impossible to produce a body of
work as large as Peter’s—it is a goal worth pursuing. With any
luck, the suggestions set out in this essay will provide a starting
point for anyone who wants to try.

